
A Dark Deadly Day – Key and Interpretation

1. Why was the heat described as “record” heat in the first sentence?  

a) The ongoing high heat killed thousands of people.

b) The high heat coupled with strong winds proved deadly. 

c)  Every day in June had temperatures of 115 degrees or higher.

This questions asks the reader to use 115 degrees (paragraph 2) as starting point and 
couple it with the warm, strong winds to infer that the record heat included more than just 
high temperatures. Nothing was stated about every day having 115 degree temperatures.

2. Name two results of the record heat.  

a) ______________________________ b) _______________________________    

This is a factual question. Answers include: drying out grass and trees; warming the  
winds.

3. Why was the fire called a “wild fire”? 

a) It was started by lightning.

b) It was very hot and intense.

c) It was very hard to control and contain.

This question requires the reader to understand the vocabulary word “wildfire” and note 
that “wild” means hard to control. Drawing a conclusion is necessary and borders on 
inference.

4. What was the cause of the wildfire? lightning strike

This is a factual question. The answer is stated in paragraph 2.

5. For what two reasons did this wildfire spread?  



a) ______________________________ b) _______________________________    

This is a factual question. It spread because of heat and strong winds (paragraph 2)

6. What’s the best meaning for the word “hotshot” that describes the firefighters in 
paragraph 2?

a) flashy, liking to show-off

b) highly skilled and experienced

c) speedy and fast-thinking

“Hotshot” is defined in the parenthesis so it is factual, but readers might also use 
background knowledge. Because the fire was so large and threatening, it would likely 
require firefighters with great skill and experience.

7. Why were the firefighters forced to use their fire shelters?  

This is a factual question. Paragraph 3 states that the firefighters were trapped or boxed in 
a canyon and overrun by the fire. Shelters were their only chance of survival.

8. Why did the hotshots die?  

a)  They were boxed in a canyon.

b)  They lost radio communication.

c)  The fire, heat and the smoke overtook them.

This is basically a factual question. Paragraph 3 states that the firefighters were overrun 
by the fire. A more sophisticated answer could be inferential: heat and particularly smoke 
could prevent breathing and shut down one’s lungs.

9. Does the fire-fighting special foil always protect firefighters from injury or death?   

a) yes b)  no How do you know?  The firefighters died despite using the foil.

This is an inference question, but the information to support the answer is stated. The foil 
did not protect the firefighters’ lives.

10. Why did Governor Jan Brewer say that “This is as dark a day as I can 
remember”?

_______________________________________________________________________



This is an inference that requires understanding vocabulary used figuratively. Smoke can 
obviously darken the skies, but dark here refers to the tragic loss of life and the immense 
sadness of it. Using the context is important.      

11. Flying flags at half-staff means that:

a. There is a problem with the ropes that propel the flag up to the top.

b. There is a problem with the flag pole so flags can’t get up to the top.

c. An individual or a group of people of public servants have died or given their lives.

This is an inference that requires cultural understanding of why flags are flown at half-
staff. In this case, given the loss of life, drawing the conclusion that public servants have 
died is critical. 

12. If the fire is now one hundred percent contained, can it still spread?   a) yes    b) 
no

This is an inference question. One can draw the conclusion from using the context and 
the dependent clause “After burning over 8400 acres”. Additionally, one can assume that 
by July 10, about 12 days after the fire started, it was possible that the fire could no 
longer spread. Understanding the meaning of the word “contained” requires prior 
knowledge.

13. Look at the map of Arizona, If you drove from Yarnall, Arizona to Phoenix, in 
what direction would you drive?   

a) northwest b) northeast c) southeast   d) southwest

This question requires background knowledge and understanding of basic map reading.



Score Results: A Dark, Deadly Day   (16 questions; questions 2, 5 and 9 have two parts)

Answers correct 1:  2:  a)        b) 3: 4:   

5:  a)  b) 6: 7: 8:

9:  :  a)  b) 10:         11: 12:      13:  

                     Percent correct:    /16  =  ______%  (7%, 13%, 19%, 25%, 32%, 38%, 44%, 

50%, 56%, 63%, 69%, 75%, 81%, 88%, 94%, 100%)

Level: Frustration Instructional Independent  

NEEDS ASSESSMENT

What is required to make this text a learning tool for the student?

                                                        MATERIALS                            STUDENTS

Concepts

(mental image/thought/idea 
acquired through impressions 
gained by use of senses)

What does the writer assume?  
What is to be learned?

How many are known?  How 
many need to be 
taught/learned?

Vocabulary 

(labels for concepts; going 
back to aural store)

What does the writer assume?  
What needs to be learned?

How much is known?

How much needs to be 
taught/learned?

Skills 

(needed to manipulate 
concepts and vocabulary)

What does the writer assume?  
What needs to be learned?

How many are known?

How many need to be 
taught/learned? 

Independent level There is a match between what the material demands and what the student 
brings.  No teacher is necessary for the student to handle the material. (approximately 95-100% 
comprehension)  When assessing, move to text at a higher level.

Instructional level There is some discrepancy (25% or less) between what the material 
demands and what the student brings.  The student can handle the material with directed, 
intentional teaching. (approximately 75-94% comprehension).

Frustration level  The discrepancy (more than 25%) between what the material demands and what 
the student brings is great.  The material is too difficult for the student to handle even with 
directed/intentional teaching. (less than approximately 75% comprehension).



It is important when assessing reading comprehension to analyze the kinds of questions missed: 
factual recognition, factual recall, justifying inferences, making inferences and justifying and 
making inferences.  Factual comprehension provides a foundational base for understanding text; 
inferential comprehension is important in higher order and critical thinking. If students have 
trouble recalling answers to factual questions, ask them to find the answer in the text (factual 
recognition). If students are missing most or all inferential questions, instruction in this area is 
critical!
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